Introduction

Anthropology is the study of humankind. A subdiscipline of anthropology is biological anthropology, which is used in anthropology in a biological or physical setting. Under this discipline, falls another smaller discipline known as forensic anthropology which applies anthropology in a medicolegal setting [6]. This could be for criminal cases, human identification cases, accident victims, or in mass disasters. Forensic anthropology has a focus on skeletal remains, this is important for cases where bones are the only thing that are found as evidence [1]. A biological profile which consists of age, sex, stature, ancestry, and any individual characteristics is one of the most important things when it comes to forensic anthropology.

Human identification is the process of identifying human remains using various methods or techniques. As technology continues to advance, the process of human identification has seen more techniques and methods being used for human identification cases. Human identification can range from cases where bones are the only thing that are found as evidence [1]. A biological profile which consists of age, sex, stature, ancestry, and any individual characteristics is one of the most important things when it comes to forensic anthropology.

A look into the advances of human identification is needed in order to compare the techniques and methods to see how much the process of human identification has advanced throughout the years.

Question 1: What are other countries doing in regards to human identifications? What techniques, methods, and training have been put in place in order to proceed with a human identification case?

Question 2: What technological advances have been applied to the process of human identification?

Background and Literature Review

Databases, forensic radiological methods, the biological profile, facial imaging techniques, and facial reproduction are included when it comes to human identification.

I.) Databases

The National Missing and Unidentified persons system (NamUs) is a software program that is used on a national level. NamUs provides an excessive amount of information which can include most of the following: case information, demographics and physical appearance, dental records, DNA, fingerprints, the investing agency, possible matches and other stuff as well [3].

II.) Imaging Methods

Photographic superimposition techniques can include things such as comparing soft tissue and bony landmarks, this is a weak method because it could depend on the quality of the photo that is being used for the comparison [3].

Facial reproduction is another technique which is not meant to provide a positive ID, but it is meant to give the unidentified person a similar look to how they looked like when they were alive and this is shown to the public to see if they could provide a positive identification [5]. A face is made with a computer assisted program to see how the person looked and may not have the funding and resources to continue with the advances. Countries from all economic levels will be studied in order to see which kind of practices different countries follow.

A look into the training that is needed to conduct and work on human identification cases should be looked at as well. This is also something that will be viewed on an international level.

Research Question

 METHODS

The project will consist of analytical research.

Several databases will be used which will have a focus on forensic science, physical/biological anthropology, and forensic anthropology.

There will be a focus on the application of new technology in human identification and another focus on how human identification is looked at on an international level.

Techniques such as facial reconstruction, computer techniques, phenotype identification, radiological analysis, dental comparisons and other methods will be looked at.

A comparison of international techniques will be studied. Countries should have similar techniques when it comes to human identification, but they may not have the funding and resources to continue with the advances. Countries from all economic levels will be studied in order to see which kind of practices different countries follow.

An overview of international practices when it comes to human identification will be useful in seeing how other places around the world are dealing with the process of techniques and methods in human identification. Also, a look into how an international database could help with more human identification cases.

A focus into the overall advances in human identification should be looked at in order to get the general understanding how useful and how advanced the techniques and methods are for identifying human remains.

Expected Results

It is predicted that most places around the world have similar techniques, methods, and training that are used here in the United States.

Countries with higher poverty rates will have a less likelihood of having advances in human identification because the citizens of these countries have less access to resources that could help in the case of one of them needing to be identified. For example, countries with a poor economy, in which a large population of citizens have limited access to dental care may not be able to use dental records in order to identify an individual.

Significance

An overview of international practices when it comes to human identification will be useful in seeing how other places around the world are dealing with the process of techniques and methods in human identification. Also, a look into how an international database could help with more human identification cases.

A focus into the overall advances in human identification should be looked at in order to get the general understanding how useful and how advanced the techniques and methods are for identifying human remains.
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